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This Letter presents the first experimental demonstration of the capability to launch shocks of
several-hundred Mbars in spherical targets–a milestone for shock ignition [R. Betti et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 98, 155001 (2007)]. Using the temporal delay between the launching of the strong shock at
the outer surface of the spherical target and the time when the shock converges at the center, the
shock-launching pressure can be inferred using radiation-hydrodynamic simulations. Peak ablation
pressures exceeding 300 Mbar are inferred at absorbed laser intensities of ∼3× 1015 W/cm2. The
shock strength is shown to be significantly enhanced by the coupling of suprathermal electrons with
a total converted energy of up to 8% of the incident laser energy. At the end of the laser pulse, the
shock pressure is estimated to exceed ∼1 Gbar because of convergence effects.

PACS numbers: 52.57.-z, 52.38.-r

It has been recently shown [1–7] that the gain of an
inertial confinement fusion implosion can be significantly
enhanced by launching a strong spherically-convergent
shock at the end of the compression (or assembly) pulse.
This two-step scheme is usually referred to as shock ig-
nition (SI). Shock ignition has a distinct advantage over
fast ignition [8] because it reduces the energy required for
ignition as compared to conventional hot-spot ignition [9]
while still using a single laser. Recent two-dimensional
(2-D) simulations [3, 10] have indicated the possibility of
achieving ignition at sub-megajoule laser energies. While
implosion experiments on the OMEGA laser [11], using
60-beam symmetric implosions of CH shells filled with
D2, have demonstrated a 4× increase in yield and a 40%
increase in shell areal density for SI pulse shapes when
compared to conventional implosions [12], the final shock
strength was much lower than the value required for ig-
nition.

Demonstrating the capability to generate shocks of the
order of >∼300 Mbar at laser intensities in the range of
1015 to 1016 is crucial to the long-term success of SI.
This Letter reports on the first shock and ablation pres-
sures inferred in spherical geometry using an x-ray flash
as the primary diagnostic. Investigations determining
the shock strength in planar geometries have been com-
pleted at LULI [13], OMEGA [14], and PALS [15], where
the largest shock pressure reported is ∼90 Mbar at in-
tensities ≤1016 W/cm2. The spherical platform can be
extended to carry out fundamental high energy-density
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup used to infer the shock and laser
ablation pressure at shock-ignition (SI)-relevant intensities.

physics experiments to explore material properties at gi-
gabar pressures [16], or scrutinize suprathermal electron
preheat [17] and shock timing [18].

The targets were composed of 430- to 600-µm-outer-
diameter solid spheres of 5% titanium-doped plastic in
which the outer 50 µm consisted of pure CH (see Fig.
1). They were illuminated by a 2-ns laser pulse with an
1-ns, low-intensity foot used to create a coronal plasma
followed by a 1-ns, high-intensity square pulse with 22 to
27 kJ of laser energy. Small spot phase plates [19] were
used to increase the on-target incident intensity up to
∼6×1015 W/cm2 at the initial target surface, both with
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FIG. 2. An x-ray framing camera captured a short x-ray flash
at the time when the shock converged in the center. The tim-
ing in each frame gives the peak time of the electrical gating
pulse relative to the start of the laser pulse. The color bar
indicates the measured emission intensity in arbitrary units.

and without smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) [20].
The rapid rise in laser intensity by the high-intensity
square pulse generated an inwardly propagating shock
wave that converged at the center of the target, raising
the temperature in a very small volume to hundreds of
eV and resulting in the self-emission of x rays in the keV
range. The seed shock pressure is inferred from hydrody-
namic simulations constrained by the measured temporal
occurrence of the x-ray flash.
The x-ray emission from the center of the target

was measured temporally, spatially, and spectrally re-
solved using an x-ray framing camera (XRFC) [21] and a
streaked x-ray spectrometer (SXS) [22]. The XRFC spa-
tially and temporally resolved the x-ray emission, using a
4 × 4 pinhole array to produce 16 enlarged images of the
target on a microchannel-plate detector, which was cov-
ered with four strips of gold film. A 200-µm Be foil and
a thin (12-µm) Ti foil placed in front of the detector,
combined with the spectral response of the diagnostic,
restricted the range of recorded x rays to ∼3 to 7 keV.
Figure 2 shows a portion of the raw data collected with
the XRFC for a typical experiment. At early times, the
observed emission comes from the hot corona when the
laser is still interacting with the target, and as time pro-
gresses, the laser shuts off and the corona cools. After a
brief period of time, the appearance of a small but bright
source of x rays originating from the center of the target
is observed. The x ray emission was measured from a
very small region with a diameter of less than ∼15 µm
(full width at half maximum). The simultaneously op-
erated SXS captured this line emission and determined
the temporal width of the emitted intensity to be shorter
than ∼50 ps. The temporal occurrence of the x-ray flash
between the two detectors is within the absolute timing
error of each other.
Copious amounts of suprathermal electrons are gener-

ated when the thresholds for two-plasmon-decay (TPD)
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FIG. 3. Total energy converted into suprathermal electrons
versus laser energy. Blue squares indicate SSD was on, while
red circles indicate SSD was off. Up to ∼8% of the total laser
energy was converted into suprathermal electrons at moderate
temperatures (50 to 100 keV). The error bars represent half
the difference between HERIE and BMXS.

and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) instabilities are
exceeded during the high-intensity square pulse [23]. The
temperature of the suprathermal electrons and the tem-
poral dependence were measured with a time-resolved,
four-channel hard x-ray detector (HXRD) [24] and two
time-integrated imaging-plate diagnostics HERIE [25]
and BMXS [26]. Typical temperatures measured for the
suprathermal electrons can be fit to single-temperature
Maxwellian distributions with central temperatures in
the range of 50 to 100 keV. Up to 2 kJ (∼8% of the
total incident laser energy and 15% instantaneously) of
suprathermal electrons were inferred to be deposited into
the target by comparing the measured bremsstrahlung
emission to Monte Carlo simulations, assuming that the
suprathermal electrons were generated isotropically. Fig-
ure 3 shows the measured total energy of the suprather-
mal electrons increases with the total laser energy and is
dependent on whether or not SSD was functioning. The
integrated intensity of the x-ray emission from shock con-
vergence was measured with a gated microscope x-ray
imager (GMXI) [27]. Figure 4 shows the analysis of two
experiments with similar incident laser energies. A ∼25×
increase in the shock-flash x-ray intensity was observed
when SSD was not operating (2.2 kJ of suprathermal
electrons and 27 kJ of laser energy) with respect to the
case of SSD on (0.8 kJ of suprathermal electrons and
24 kJ of laser energy). The large increase in x-ray in-
tensity and an earlier x-ray flash time indicates that the
strength of the shock was greatly enhanced most likely
by the suprathermal electrons. Measured time-resolved
spectra for Raman, ω/2, and 3ω/2 emissions show that
both TPD and SRS are active. The observation of mod-
erate suprathermal electron temperatures at these laser
intensities has a significant impact on SI designs since
they can enhance the ignitor shock [28] and improve the
implosion performance [10, 28].
The shock and ablation pressures are inferred by con-
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FIG. 4. Integrated x-ray (2 to 6 keV) intensity lineouts from
the center of the target for two shots with 27 kJ of laser energy
and 2.2 kJ of suprathermal electron energy (upper curves)
and 24 kJ of laser energy and 0.8 kJ of suprathermal electron
energy(lower curves).
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FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental (solid) and simulated
(dashed) curves for shot 71589 with incident laser power
(gray), laser absorption (blue), and hard x-ray emission (red)
resulting from suprathermal electrons (in arbitrary units).
The experimental hard x-ray emission was averaged over the
three highest HXRD channels and has a ±5% uncertainty
due to noise and deconvolution error. The absorption data
is averaged over two scattered light diagnostics each with an
uncertainty of ±5%.

straining radiation-hydrodynamic simulations to the ex-
perimental observables: the temporal occurrence of the
x-ray emission, the suprathermal electron energy and
temperature distribution, and the temporal evolution
of the hard x-ray emission (see Fig. 5). The sim-
ulations used the radiation-hydrodynamic code LILAC

[29] and were run with a multigroup radiation diffusion
model, Thomas-Fermi [30] or SESAME [31, 32] equa-
tions of state (EOS), flux-limited thermal transport [33],
and a suprathermal electron-transport package [34]. The
suprathermal electron-transport package is a straight-
line deposition model whereby a fraction of the laser
energy reaching the quarter-critical surface is converted
into suprathermal electrons with a single-temperature
Maxwellian distribution and 2π forward divergence. The
stopping range of the suprathermal electrons is mod-
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FIG. 6. Simulated ablation pressure (blue) and shock pressure
(red) as a function of time for shot 72679. The solid lines in-
dicate a simulation that matches all experimentally observed
quantities using a flux limiter of 5%. The dotted lines are the
simulation results in the absence of suprathermal electrons
(flux limiter of 5%). The dashed lines indicate a simulation
that also matches the x-ray flash time but in the absence of
suprathermal electrons (the flux limiter was increased to 8%).
For reference, the solid gray line indicates the laser pulse.

eled via collisional effects and is computed based on
the work by Solodov and Betti [35]. The flux limiter,
which is the only free parameter within the radiation-
hydrodynamic simulations, is adjusted to match the ex-
perimentally measured x-ray flash time. Each simulation
is, in principle, constrained by its own x-ray flash time
and therefore has a unique flux limiter ranging from 5%
to 8%, however choosing 6.5% constrains all of the simu-
lations within the experimental error bars. The ablation
pressure is the pressure in the shell at the position where
the material velocity is zero in the lab frame, an accurate
approximation for slowly imploding solid spheres.

Figure 6 illustrates the shock and ablation pressure in-
ferred from a typical simulation that matches all of the
experimental observables. The ablation pressure (blue
curves) increases as a function of time, due to both ther-
mal conduction of the absorbed laser energy and the en-
ergy deposition by suprathermal electrons, and decays
soon after the laser is shut off. Meanwhile, the shock
pressure (red curves) rapidly increases in time due to
convergence effects [36]. For the particular shot shown
in Fig. 6, the shock pressure is inferred to exceed 1
Gbar when the shock is ∼25 µm from the center of the
target. Additionally, simulations including suprathermal
electrons (solid curves in Fig. 6) are observed to signif-
icantly enhance the shock and ablation pressures by up
to ∼50% instantaneously over the case when the simula-
tion is repeated in the absence of suprathermal electrons
(dotted curves in Fig. 6). This result is corroborated
with recent theoretical work showing ∼300-Mbar shock
pressures can be generated solely due to suprathermal
electrons [37–39].

Inspection of Fig. 6 illustrates that a significant frac-
tion of the energy carried by suprathermal electrons is
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deposited beyond the ablation front and contributes to
the overall shock strength. In this specific example at
1.6 ns, only suprathermal electrons with temperatures
less than 60 keV are stopped before the ablation sur-
face, corresponding to ∼12% of the total energy in a 70
keV Maxwellian distribution, while suprathermal elec-
trons with temperatures from 60 to 200 keV are stopped
between the ablation and shock front, corresponding to
∼55% of the total suprathermal energy. Therefore, using
the ablation pressure as a metric to describe the conver-
sion of laser energy into a shock strength is no longer
valid. A more-effective metric in this case would be to
adjust the energy transport model to simulate the effect
of suprathermal electrons on the shock strength and ob-
serve a new “effective ablation pressure.” The effective
ablation pressure (dashed curves in Fig. 6) drives the
shock at the same velocity as when suprathermal elec-
trons are included (solid curves in Fig. 6) but without
the use of suprathermal electrons. This is achieved by in-
creasing the flux limiter and is unique to each shot in the
campaign. Physically this can be explained by the fact
that a shock must travel from the outside of the target
to the center in the measured period of time regardless
of how the energy is transferred. Therefore, whether the
shock is solely driven by the rocket effect or by a com-
bination of ablation pressure and suprathermal-electron
energy deposition, the pressure behind the shock must
be independent of the mechanism driving the shock and
even insensitive of many physics details. Corroborating
this point is the choice of EOS; whether using Thomas-
Fermi or SESAME, the resulting shock pressure required
to match the experimental observables remains the same
despite differences in post-shock mass density. The am-
biguity in EOS could be solved by a direct measurement
of the mass density (e.g. Ref. [16]).
The maximum ablation pressure Pmax

a and effective
maximum ablation pressure P eff

a for all of the experi-
ments are found to scale with the maximum absorbed
laser power divided by the critical surface area, I15 abs,
in units of 1015 W/cm2 via the following formulas:

Pmax
a (Mbar) ≈ 90I1.215 abs, (1)

P eff
a (Mbar) ≈ 90I1.415 abs, (2)

and are shown in Fig. 7. The error bars in Fig. 7 are the
result of adjusting the simulated x-ray flash time by ±50
ps as a result of the absolute error in the timing diagnos-
tics, changing both the simulated absorbed laser inten-
sity and ablation pressure. This scaling shows a signifi-
cant departure from previous spherical ablation pressure

scaling P theory
a (Mbar) ≈ 100I

7/9
15 abs derived for low inten-

sities
(

≤ 1015W/cm2
)

due to collisional absorption [40].
The difference is likely due to the larger absorbed laser
intensities as well as the presence of copious amounts
of suprathermal electrons. Superimposing the ablation
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FIG. 7. Scaling of the inferred maximum ablation pressure
with suprathermal electrons (solid red circles and solid line)
and effective maximum ablation pressure without suprather-
mal electrons (open blue circles and dashed line) versus the
maximum laser intensity that is absorbed at the critical sur-
face for simulations matching all of the experimental ob-
servables. The black dash-dotted curve indicates the abla-
tion pressure scaling for non-constrained simulations without
suprathermal electrons and a constant flux limiter value of
6.5%.

pressure scaling due to collisional absorption (Ref. [40])
with the pressure scaling due to suprathermal electrons
from Refs. [37–39] with suitable parameters yields com-
parable results to the inferred ablation pressures of this
campaign; however, determining a physical formula to
fully describe the complex behavior is beyond the scope
of this Letter. Further analysis of simulations in the ab-
sence of suprathermal electrons shows that the exponent
of the ablation pressure scaling varies with the choice of
flux limiter; e.g., choosing the typical value of 6.5% yields
a linear dependence on the absorbed laser intensity (black
dash-dotted curve in Fig. 7). Comparing this curve with
Eq. 1 demonstrates the enhancement suprathermal elec-
trons have on the ablation pressure.

Extrapolating Eqs. 1 and 2 to the absorbed laser in-
tensities of about ∼7 × 1015 W/cm2 used in the 700-kJ
National Ignition Facility (NIF) [41] SI point design of
Ref. [10], one finds ablation pressures that significantly
exceed the required ∼600 Mbar (0.9 Gbar and 1.3 Gbar,
respectively), indicating predicted ablation pressures to
be high enough for robust ignition. However, NIF-scale
ignition targets are much larger than those used in these
OMEGA experiments, thereby leading to longer-scale-
length plasmas at the time of shock launch. Higher lev-
els of laser-plasma instabilities are expected and a simple
extrapolation of Eqs. 1 and 2 to NIF-scale plasmas may
not be applicable. Therefore, despite these encouraging
results obtained on OMEGA, an accurate extrapolation
of the ablation pressure to NIF requires experiments on
NIF-scale targets.
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